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HEY! ENGINEERING STUDENTS! 
Bee WHAT ARE DOING THIS SUMMER? 

a ; Do you need one technical elective credit, 
eae i or just any ol' credit for no reason at all? 

ane oe Are you interested in desktop publishing, 
5 technical writing, advertising, or anything else that 

goes into producing a high quality student publication? 

Well, then join the relaxed and extremely easy going 

t summer staff of the Wisconsin Engineer magazine. 
We'd take our computers to the Terrace, 

but there's nowhere to plug ‘em in! 

For information on how you can help out, call 262-3494 and leave a message or contact 
Professor Donald Woolston in Room 22, General Engineering. 

BE SURE YOU DO NOT MISS A SINGLE ISSUE OF THE 

wisconsin engineer 
Subscribing to the Wisconsin Engineer magazine is an excellent 
way to keep in touch with the University of Wisconsin-Madison 

e one year $10.00 e three years $27.00 e lifetime $200.00 

Please send your check made payable to the Wisconsin Engineer 

Mechanical Engineering Building, 1513 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
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We usually do things in our best fashionable. It means now and in the 
interests, for example, brushing our future. It also means you don’t just 
teeth. We do it every day to keep from “brush” at certain parts of the problem, 
suffering the consequences in the future. but you “brush” at the entire thing. We 
Unfortunately, some issues are not as can no longer stand to draw attention to 
straightforward as brushing our teeth, one problem and neglect everything else. 
though they should be. Recycling plastics is not our only 

The environment has become a hot problem. Water pollution, air pollution, 

issue, and the media and public have noise pollution, the ozone layer, acid 
enthusiastically jumped on the environ- rain, destruction of forests and animals— 
mental bandwagon. Biodegradable these are also our problems. We have to 
plastic garbage bags, and paper and take responsibility for what has been 
aluminum recycling are just two of a neglected in the past. Only by doing so, 
multitude of examples. However, what _can we prevent further destruction. 
will happen when, as with most environ- There is no one to blame but 
mental "trends", it is no longer such a hot _ ourselves. There was so much attention 

issue? Some people say that now that the drawn to the oil tanker Valdez last spring 
awareness is here, people will protect that it almost seemed as if Exxon became 
and cherish their environment from now __ the “environmental enemy.” Exxon 
on. Hogwash. made many mistakes, but they’re not the 

Most of us are old enough to only ones. Every person who has ever 
remember the energy crisis of the late thrown away a styrofoam cup is just as 
seventies and early eighties. There wasa _ guilty of destroying the environment. 
genuine concern for the world’s oil The shame of it all is that the extensive 
supply, primarily because the cost of media coverage that went into finding 
gasoline had skyrocketed. People were the scapegoat could have been better 
conscientious about energy consumption _ spent informing the public on methods in 
and did whatever they could to keep which they could personally help the 
from wasting energy. Ten years later, environment. 
this joint effort no longer seems to be the Brushing doesn’t always prevent 
case, The concern has greatly dimin- cavities and tooth decay, but it lessens 

ished. We still haven't solved the the problem. Recycling and conservation 
problem, and we're only a little closerto _ won’t prevent shortages and landfill 

a solution than we were ten years ago. It problems, but they will at least relieve 
seems as if people feel that since gasoline — some of the problems. We've neglected 
has become less expensive, the energy our environment for so long, there is no 
crisis is no longer important. It’sashame remedy. However, we can at least take 

that people don’t realize that the next responsibility and keep ourselves from 
time the energy crisis becomes big news getting any more cavities, or one day, we 

again, it may be too late to do anything might find ourselves with no more teeth 

about it. with which to survive. II 
This is just one example of why 

America is every environmental dentist’s 
nightmare. Why can’t people just realize 
that it takes daily and complete care to Sharon Chen, Co-editor 
help relieve the problem. This means Wisconsin Engineer 

every day, not just when it becomes 
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DEAN'S CORNER 

| JL 

ew ttl ) _ 
Work hard, have fun, and harbor a bers who only consume wealth, but that | ! os a m La 

healthy skepticism of the establishment. _ is best reserved for discussion overafew | _ _ 
These axioms apply to freshman pre- beers (rootbeers of course). Engineersat | _ = , 
engineers up through the Deans of your _ their best create wealth. They create a [ :... ~ ys Be | 
College. larger, safer, healthier economic pie for ao)... CL a 

Why engineering? Ithas been said _all of society. Think about that. I can ee i a | 
that the difference between physical think of nothing more satisfying, in fact Le a PY 
scientists and engineers is that physical fun, than playing a part in this wealth [el oe 
scientists differentiate a problem to reach __ creation thing (you'd think our President | ae 
their ultimate result and engineers wrote this). (oo x 9 3 
integrate. Physical scientists use deduc- Engineering is fun. I think it is. I 
tive reasoning and engineers use suspect that you think it is. I happen to : - i 
inductive reasoning. Physical scientists like fast computers and fast cars. I i i. | 
take things apart to better understand suspect that you will like your own Mi 
them and engineers put things together particular high technology toys. Don’t Gregory A. Moses, 
to better utilize them. No matter how it apologize for that. Cast aside the Associate Dean-Research 

is described, engineering requires a “gearhead” image. It’s not real. It’s the 
synthesis of ideas and facts. At its best, uneasy response of people watching their 
engineering is more artistry than physics society becoming more dependent upon 
or chemistry. But this artistry comes only _ an accelerating technology base that they 
with a lot of hard work. do not understand. You have the inside 

Few students choose engineering track. But, with this special knowledge 
because it is the easy ride to a bachelor’s comes a special responsibility. 
degree. Few pre-law majors are found in Engineering is a profession with 
your classes. Take a poll. College rich traditions. Most of those traditions 
entrance exam scores of our engineering —_ are good. Some are not. Champion the 
students are higher than the average good ones. Question the others. For 
scores of students across our campus. example, engineering in the 21st century 
Only half of our pre-engineers actually will be increasingly dominated by 
receive engineering degrees. Getting in environmental impact. Meeting these 
is difficult, staying in is more difficult. In _ new constraints will require enormous 
the Engineering College you are in very advances in materials, processes and the 
good company. You make it that way, idea of what constitutes an optimum 
not the faculty. The faculty sets levels of | design. Engineers must play a lead role 
expected achievement, but you actually in meeting these challenges and not let 
do it. That is what counts. others dictate how problems will or will 

Once you graduate you will be not be solved. Advances in technology 
expected to apply your engineering do hold much of the answer and you are 
artistry to the creation of wealth. Wealth the creators and keepers of this technol- 
is not money, by the way. New wealthis ogy. 
new products, processes, and services. It So, there you have it. Try as hard as 

is also new ways to make our environ- you can. Have a lighthearted attitude 
ment a healthier and safer place to live. about it. It doesn’t get easier. And 
It has been said that society can be finally, don’t completely trust anyone so 
divided into two groups, those that old that they actually remember Wood- 

create wealth and those that redistribute stock as anything other than Snoopy’s 
it. I suppose that there are some mem- little yellow friend. I 
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eer Pag 
Long-waisted Mary Ann. “She's a beauty!” said one of her admirers. Ps a — 

“She sure looks good for her age!” said another onlooker. “And after 110 —— > | a 

years, she still runs!” said yet another who was amidst the crowd of — a ! a 

spectators gathered to pay homage to her creator. o Mf at '§ 

Thomas Edison built “Long-waisted ceremony actually represents a very a ee - 

Mary Ann” in 1880. After this electrical important link to electrical engineering’s |  — } 

generator was first exhibited at the past and I’m glad you've decided to re- j me a. a | 

Chicago World’s Fair in 1892, General institute it. It’s important for us to be ! b a - | ii a 

Electric donated Mary Anntothe UW’s _ reminded of engineering’s rootsand our | © aa = 4 

Electrical and Computer Engineering history. By keeping the significant events | 3 ae a | : 
Department. Mary Ann was run of the past fresher in our minds, we're . 8 = ' ; 

annually on Edison's Birthday until the better able to shape the future.” Ladar  S i. : : 
1940’s. From 1955 to 1988 it had rested Shalala went on to say that Edison a 7h a! 

quietly at the State Historical Society had a natural ability to implement a g - on ‘J 

until the “tradition was re-inaugurated,” —_ elementary ideas and that the capability ef ee _ | 2s, | 

explained Department Chair Professor to translate his ideas into products is “an ee ae cs i vu 

Leon Shohet at the opening ceremonies example that we must hold up to the oe see col 

of the now annual “Edison Day.” This engineers that we train here at the pics Re 2 oat eo | 

year’s celebration on Friday, February University of Wisconsin-Madison.” en ad | 

9th was held in the lobby of the electrical Shalala stated that new programs a a bl 

engineering building, which houses need to be developed to draw more The Long-waisted Mary Ann, built in 1880 

MS mn. ; . Americans into the engineering profes- by Edison, sits in the ECE lobby. 

ohet said, “This Edison Day in sion. She cited that fewer than six SS 

1990 finds us in a period of great change _ percent of Americans receive under- 
and uncertainty in the nation and the graduate degrees in engineering as community and for General Electric,” 
world. But I believe that much of what opposed to twenty percent inJapan. She O'Keefe said. 

will happen to us in the future will be also added that women and minorities The moment symbolizing this 
based on developments in, and the wise “represent an under-utilized source of important day ensued. Chancellor 

use of, engineering and technology.” brain power in this country. ” Shalala was invited to hit the switch that 

“The electrical industry in which John O'Keefe from General Electric fired up the generator. There were 

Edison began has made major changes in _ presented Chancellor Shalala with a “oohs” and “ahhs” from the admiring 

the ways Americans learn, produce, check for $100,000 intended for women audience and already the moment was 

work with one another, compete interna- and minority faculty recruitment, as gone. 

tionally and provide for the future. well as development within the Depart- Shalala spontaneously teased 
Electrical engineering education shares ment of Electrical and Computer Engineering Dean John Bollinger, “You 

an important part of the solution of our Engineering. can’t afford any more electricity, John?” 
productivity problem and all of us in the “Because of the quality of its Dean Bollinger’s rejoinder: “We 

department want to be ready torespond _ programs, its research and its leadership, _ don’t want to wear out those bulbs. . . 

to this challenge, ” Shohet asserted. the University of Wisconsin is viewed by _ they've got to last another 100 years!” 

Chancellor Donna Shalala partici- General Electric as a very valuable As this year’s ceremonies continued, 
pated in the celebration this year. “This resource for this country, the business Reese V. Jenkins, professor of history at 
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ly < ie 

Rutgers University delivered a special ‘ Ab, 4 product of social processes that involves 
slide presentation entitled, “The Power of i. aes \ Aa . conceivability, resources and values.” 
an Idea, Thomas Edison and the Pearl Baek . a Fa + 4 Dean Bollinger said, “In spite of 

Street Station.” Jenkins, a graduate of the as NEON rapid change in engineering and technol- 
University of Wisconsin, and ten other ee i ogy. .. we have the inspiration to hang 

full-time faculty members at Rutgers are 4 onto just this little piece of the past.” 
collaborating on a documentary publish- : M2 .| Long-waisted Mary Ann was unques- 

ing project. Four co-sponsors support \ tionably an inspiration for Thomas 
this venture: Rutgers State University of . Edison, and the University of Wisconsin 

New Jersey; New Jersey Historical . will continue to honor this pioneer with 

Commission; National Parks Service of F ke Edison Day celebrations in years to come. 
New Jersey; and the Smithsonian 4 

Institution. \s a 
Jenkins illustrated what the project aa Photos by Kelly Weisheipl. 

members face with astounding statistics. | Engineering Dean John Bollinger addresses 
According to Jenkins, there are three and __ the crowd of celebrators. AINHOD 
one half tion pages of Edison-related CO AUTHOR 

documents as well as 3000 laboratory Jenkins divulged facts about this Kelly Weisheip], a senior in English, 
notebooks that Edison kept himself. successful inventor's life. Thomas Alva loved last summer's hit When Harry Met 

Ten full-time faculty members in Edison (1847-1931) was born in Milan, Sally. 

addition to Jenkins have already pub- Ohio. He moved through- 
lished two editions of the “Edison out the midwest working as 

Papers,” both in microfilm and book a telegraph operator, and Le 
versions. Thus far Jenkins and theteam being anexperimentor rom | fy 
at Rutgers have published 400,000 pages __ early on, he consequently ee wt 
and ninety-seven reels of microfilm. The __ lost jobs from tinkering and eet ts 
book edition involves fifteen totwenty tampering with equipment. | | BV) ume 
volumes and includes 70,000 documents. _In 1869 he vacated the a B CE 

Volume One of the book was published _ telegraph industry to ee fo 
in May, 1989. expedite progress on his oo ~« 

own inventions,  , 
With the successful eg 

opening of the Pearl Street eg fi 
0, Station, Jenkins quoted og H , 

eo a Edison as having said, “We a EH by 

ee atl have proved today that it is a ; FH ge 
ie a success. I have accom- ae ae 

plished all that I promised.” ( we 

, In Edison’s sixty-three t 
SS inventive career years, he AS eae 

F % rocured 1093 United States a 7 
ies hs ae Xv een + an 

k| Jenkins communicated ¥ 
a message that “we must 
nobarmegantlyrponeratulate Now That You're Not Living With Mother, 

‘ 2 ae on our progress. Discover What Living Is All About 
4 oo Often we see progress as 

y ~~ 5 an absolute. .. Hy technol: 

ogy that we have today is 
uw Chancellor Donna Shalala comments not an inevitable conse- 

on the significance of the Edison Day quence of purely technical Super Apartments * 1402 Regent St * 258-4900 
Celebration. design, but (rather) the 
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THE Mars Mission: HE S 

AMERICA'S GOAL 

“There are many reasons to explore the universe, but 10 very special reasons why America must never stop seeking 
distant frontiers-the 10 courageous astronauts who made the ultimate sacrifice to further the cause of space 
exploration. They have taken their place in the heavens, so that America can take its place in the stars. 

Like them, and like Columbus, we dream of distant shores we've yet not reached. 

Why the moon? Why Mars? Because it’s humanity's destiny to strive, to seek, to find. And because it is 
America’s destiny to lead.” - President George Bush, July 20, 1989 

On July 20, 1969, man walked on the moon for the first the Shuttle program and Skylab, NASA took the cut out of 

time. Two decades later, President George Bush addressed an Apollo. Moreover, the Apollo program lost the public and 
anniversary celebration crowd at the National Air and Space presidential support that seemed so evident throughout the 
Museum. In his speech , Bush recalled the incredible moon 1960s. America achieved its goal and did not need to quickly 

landing and set goals for America’s future in space. set another. 
The goals involve a commitment to continued space 

exploration and research, unlike the goal President Kennedy a . we 

aoe when he proposed a mantine mission to the moon in . In 1961, it took a crisis-the See nee, eed 
1961. The Apollo 11 moon landing resulted from a political and things up . Today we don’t have a crisis. We have an 
technological space race between East and West. Kennedy opportunity. 
chose to land on the moon to escape America’s poor technical To seize this opportunity, I'm not proposing a 10- 
and scientific image. He never intended for America to reach year plan like Apollo. I’m proposing a long-range, 
the moon to stay, or to venture beyond the moon. But Ken- continuing commitment. 
nedy’s goal won huge public and congressional support. It was First, for the coming decade-for the 1990s-Space 
after all, a test of American leadership, and after the cold war of Station Freedom-our critical next step in all our space 
the 1950s, Americans eagerly fought to get ahead. endeavors. 

NASA, on the other hand, held different aspirations for And next-for the new century-back to the moon. 

America’s space program. They wanted to use Apollo and Back to the future. And this time, back to stay. 
Saturn as serviceable earth/moon transportation systems. And then-adourneyinto ti _— ti 
NASA proposed 30-90 day visits to the moon, with permanent J eye oi OO ay ourney 0 
lunar bases in use by the early 1980s. another planet-a manned mission to Mars.” - GB 

To achieve such goals, NASA needed presidential support 

for its proposed stay in space, space stations, space planes, and President Bush specified the difference between the Apollo 

trips to Mars. NASA also needed continued funding from proposal of 1961 and today’s Mars mission-the space race. 
Congress. Mars is a scientific adventure, not a political tool. America is 

Governmental support for space exploration never came well aware of the Soviet technology and its ability to beat 
through. After the moon walk, NASA began to fall apart. Americans to Mars. But the Soviets have not yet proposed a 

Congress cut the NASA budget by $3 billion. In order to save solid Mars mission. Also, because of cost factors, the idea of 
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é s ye i 

international cooperation in space exploration _— ar 
is sweeping through many space-faring ea —.| © " 

nations. » W mis of 

Bush’s Mars mission hinges on three ai ae De, . 
basic phases: Space Station Freedom, a lunar me a a simile S y Gy 
settlement, and finally , a manned mission to ” sees a a i Os ie 
Mars. Bush did not just pull these ideas out of W \ a. iy “E. a 
space. Researchers have posed the Mars “v4 rs, si a ‘i ‘eal 
question for years, and President Reagan ay) ald ef f “av ’ miele 
proposed Freedom in the 1984 State of the ae et ye y i 

Union Address. ae 3 PS) Se | 
NASA agrees with Bush’s proposed order <a ee SS. a ie Oe 

eee Prep F 2 oy ray 1h) 4 ye: FS ee 
of operation and most other experts support Pie LY if Dai | > asf 

the three step process for justifiable reasons. ¢ “i | iW 4 2, ai BE: | B | £1 
First, Mars is still somewhat of a mystery. tg WALA ae ¥ | | Fa IN q 

More research will give needed data on \ \\ \ Me i e ce 

weather, climate, and surface materials. 
Second, humans know little about prolonged This artist's conception shows the Space Station Freedom at an advanced stage. The 

space flight. The trip to Mars will take eight cut section represents a greenhouse of the type being researched at the Wisconsin 
months-one way- not including a stay on the Center for Space Automation and Research at the University of Wisconsin. 

planet. In addition, a vehicle for transporta- as 
tion to Mars will have to be very large. Currently, there is Freedom is not just an American effort. NASA has just 
nothing powerful enough to economically boost the enormous Completed talks with Canada, Japan, and the European Space 
space ship out of earth’s atmosphere. It will be easier, NASA Agency. Each country will share expenses and usage of the 
believes, to build the vehicle in space. Next, researchers are facility. . ; ; ; 
now finding ways to make a space settlement self-sufficient by NASA designed Freedom with consideration of user 
producing food and recycling water and oxygen. Finally, requirements, safety, and long term operational costs. Freedom 
economical space fuels may be available on the moon. will be constructed in space over a five year period and will 

have an equatorial orbit about 250 miles above earth. 
Freedom's design does not reflect the Starship Enterprise. 

“,..10 years from now-on the 30th anniversary of The back-bone is a 500-foot truss composed of graphite and 

this extraordinary and astonishing flight-the way to epoxy composite materials. America, Europe, and Japan will 
honor the Apollo astronauts...is to have Space Station have attached laboratory and habitation modules. The modules 
Freedom up there, operational, and underway...” - GB will be connected by nodes with the same inside “shirt-sleeve” 

environment as the modules. This closed environment will 
recycle oxygen and water. Also attached to the truss will be 

A massive orbiting space laboratory, Freedom has finally various telescopes and special instruments. Large arrays of 

won acceptance by many space experts and members of solar cells connected at each end of the truss will provide 75,000 

Congress. Initial designs have been cut back considerably Watts of power. 
because of a lack of congressional funding for the project. NASA approved four commercial companies—Boeing 
Researchers felt that the Station had no particular scientific Aerospace, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics, General Electric 
applications and would be a great burden to construct and Astro-Space Division, and the Rocketdyne division of Rockwell 

maintain. They were afraid the Station would never develop to _International-to help with the development of Freedom's 
its full extent, like the Shuttle failed to do. But NASA revised components. The constructed elements will be transported to 
plans, confirmed the importance of Freedom, and now insists the Kennedy Space Center in Florida, where each will receive 

that efforts will be concluded on time-provided the required final approval and be integrated into a space shuttle orbiter. 

funding comes through. NASA plans to launch the first components in 1995 and use 

The main purpose of Freedom is to establish technologies 12 to 20 shuttle flights to complete construction. By the third 

that will allow people to live and work in space. Freedom will flight, Freedom should be usable. By the fifth flight, astronauts 

serve as a scientific facility where researchers can build space can live in a shuttle docked to the Station to conduct experi- 
structures, including lunar habitats and Mars vehicles. They ments. The habitation module will reach Freedom by late 1996. 
can also gain knowledge on how people adapt to the space At the same time, two six-passenger vehicles will be moored to 

environment and study the effects of long term space flight. the Station for use in an emergency. 
Freedom will be a commercial and industrial research facility, as Canada’s contribution is a mobile servicing center, includ- 
well as a laboratory for the advancement of science and ing an arm that will help assemble the structure. The arm, 
technology. stronger than the remote manipulator Canada used on the 
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[ae a la SY. ae Sorat 2 
SS ar — “To this day, the only footprints on 

sy [ hd ay : c the Moon are American footprints. The 
oe a3 Eb ——— ~ only flag on the Moon is an American 

7 oe Tr... LI. SNS flag. And the know-how that accom- 
> = ay fw pn, ~) |plished these feats is American-know- 

‘ >> a Ppp J _ how. What Americans dream—Americans 
(ree 2 Bay —ainez | |can do.” - GB eG ; pee 

st “ : 
ae R25 5 ASP a7 : Sele: The moon seems an attractive goal for 

ay a wn >» permanent space settlement. Not only is it 
a eee . very close-only three days away-but also 

{ a pe i Rm. boasts large quantities of valuable space 
: 2 oa exploration resources. The lunar soil contains 

. | : ‘ = A> <> elements such as oxygen, silicon, and alumi- 
, Se aes ee =e Ieee num, as well as iron and helium. To avoid the 

ee ‘ oa ne ee =| cost of boosting heavy construction materials 
20 — >> rib at eg 2 ~ “#4 from earth, lunar soil could serve as a radia- 

This artist's conception of a lunar habitat shows sections of laboratory space and an ton shila for he banat ae 3 

automated plant growth facility. the settlement as well as in space vehicles. 
-—OTTT_____~—SS GJass composites and iron could be used for 

space shuttle, will provide maintenance after Freedom is com- building and expansion. _— . sues 
plete. Researchers are not certain if water ice exists in craters at 

Along with a research laboratory, the European Space the lunar poles. If so, rocket fuels made of hydrogen and 

Agency (ESA) is building a free-flying polar platform and a co- poe could be produced on the moon, eliminating the need 
orbiting platform with a pressurized module. The man-tended _'F Xpensive earth-based supplies. However, if water ice does 
free-flying platform could be operated by station crew members not exist, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon could be extracted 
or by a member from Hermes , ESA’s proposed space plane. and transported from Martian moons to the lunar base. This 

A Japanese lab module features a robot arm and a “back process would cost less than boosting the fuel from earth. 

porch” where experiments can receive direct exposure to space. ; 5 a 

Two key features of Freedom are the Orbital Maneuvering Inan effort to increase an interest and investment in com- : 
Vehicle (OMV) and the Space Transfer Vehicle (STV). The mercial space related activities, NASA established a program 

OMV serves as a maintenance vehicle to perform utility called Centers for the Commercial Development of Space 
functions around the space station. The STV serves as a (CCDS). Through the program, NASA works with industry and 
support base for missions to geosynchronous orbit, the moon, academia to conduct high technology space research. 

and other planets. The Wisconsin Center for Space Automation and Robotics 

Freedom's eight member crew will conduct microgravity (WCSAR) at UW-Madison is one CCDS program that will 
research not possible on earth. The gravity on Freedom will be have an impact on President Bush's proposed Mars mission. 

one one-millionth of the gravity on earth. WCSAR researchers concentrate on three majorareas: 
Microgravity allows researchers to separate materials such Astrobotics, Astroculture, and Astrofuel. oo : 

as ceramics, glass, and chemicals into unique pure and uniform With Astrobotics, WCSAR is researching the use of robots. a 

crystals. Such crystals can be used on earth in electronics appli- in hazardous and inaccessible environments. Such devices ne 

cations including semiconductors, computers, radiation be used in robotic arms on the Space Station Freedom andin = 

sensors, and lasers. constructing and maintainingalunarbase. : 

The weightlessness also reveals interactions between atoms The balance of the modular environment in Freedom and — : 

and molecules. This research will hopefully lead to the the lunar base will depend on howefficiently waterandoxygen = 
development of new products on earth, especially of medicines. can be recycled, as wellas whether ornot foodcanbe produced 

The Freedom crew can also observe weather patterns on within the habitat. In Astroculture, WCSAR is working to 
earth and service satellites such as the Hubble Space Telescope. develop automated plant growth facilities that would be part 

These technological developments make up Phase I. But of the habitation. : ' 
Freedom is designed to evolve over time as new needs arise. Another very important aspect of habitation onthemoon = 
New labs and telescopes can be attached to enlarge the station. is the production of fuel as an energy source. At WCSAR re- 
Phase II, though still in the works, focuses on the lunar base. searchers are studying Helium-3, an extremely clean and safe 2 
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The lunar base, like Freedom, will be self-sufficient and elements needed for human self-sufficiency such as carbon, 

recycle oxygen and water. Current research at the University of nitrogen, and hydrogen which are scarce on the moon. Costs of 
Wisconsin-Madison involves the development of indoor plant repeatedly getting to Mars and setting up camp there would be 
facilities, where inhabitants can grow their own food, thus high. However, industrializing Mars and using its resources for 
reducing the costly need for supplies from earth. The settle- upkeep of the lunar habitation is a possibility. 
ment generates its own power with Helium-3. NASA's idea is to send only a few people and not let them 

Overall, the lunar base will reduce the cost of space stay long. In the future, though, if space travel and mainten- 

exploration and development, and its facilities will serve as ance become less expensive, a permanent Martian base can be 

testing grounds for Martian bases. The lunar base willeventu- _ considered. 
ally supply products that assist in commercial space manufac- 

turing. “Each mission should-and will lay the groundwork 
forthenext. And the pathway to the stars begins, asit did 

“...the Apollo astronauts left more than flags and [j | 20 years ago, with you-the American people. And it con- 
footprints on the moon. They also left some unfinished tinues just up the road there-to the United States 
business. For even 20 years ago, we recognized that Congress—where the future of the Space Station—and our 
America’s ultimate goal was not simply to go there and future as a space faring nation-will be decided.” - GB 
go back-but to go there and go on.” - GB 

Basically, NASA needs money or the entire proposal will 
: : . fail. Without requested funding, or with late funding, NASA 

Besides the thrill of setting foot on another planet, a will have to delay the development of each stage of Freedom, 
manned mission to Mars can provide better understanding of j : 3 

A thus delaying the establishment of a lunar base, and ultimately, 
earth. By comparing the earth to other planets, we can possibly ae 

: a manned mission to Mars. Phase I of Freedom should cost 
learn where life and our solar system evolved from. Pie 

; ; Hi 4 ‘ around $32 billion. Once even a few components of Freedom are 
Though questions remain about the Martian soils, climate, in pl C td aelay fandi K " 

d topography, Mars seems the most appropriate planet to WN Piste, SOU BTESS CANNOE Cen OF Ge SY HUNEINGr OF America 
and fOpograpny, . Prep eR will jeopardize the entire space station program. 
shoot for. Venus, for example, is much too hot, with tempera- 

tures reaching 900 degrees Fahrenheit. The intense pressure on 

Jupiter crushes hydrogen and helium gases into metallic states. “Within one lifetime, the human race traveled from the 
Any other planet is simply too far away. dunes of Kittyhawk to the dust of another world.” - GB 

Mars is viewed as a scientific mission, not necessarily a 

permanent settlement. Though the red planet contains With construction of Freedom beginning in 1995 and ending 
. : ; ‘ 5 in 1998-99, experts feel a lunar base can be established and 

fusion fuel that is found in the lunar sotl. Helium-3 couldibe operational by 2010. If all goes well with Freedom and the lunar 
used to power the lunar base, the space station, and even earth. base, a manned mission to Mars is planned for 2020. 

WCSAR researchers work in a number of UW-Madison It seems interesting to look back 20 years at the first moon 
labs and with industrial participants. The main field center is landing and look at what Americans have accomplished in 
the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. For more information| <0 since. Then consider the future-in only 30 years, Ameri- 
about WCSAR, see Wisconsin Engineer, December 1988. cans (and perhaps others) could land on Mars. 

: . ; ' a “The time has come to look beyond brief encounters. 
4 a We must commit ourselves anew to a sustained program 

ee =| of manned exploration of the Solar System—and yes-the 
= ermanent settlement of space. We must commit our- 

a - eae p P 
at aes - y/ iil tat = selves to a future where Americans and citizens of all 

al “ } <n ; FN. SS nations will live and work in space.” - GB 

Re ee, Seay en | Special thanks to WCSAR for photos and information. Thank you to Mr. 
ere ECE, eS ao? Fe =f epee) >| Sanjay Limaye of Space Sciences for the text of President Bush’s speech. 

“ais / if Safa a 2 OP LAE tr HOR-—_ 
oO etal id ee ry Se . ia . . . 

« Of = 3 prom oS = tg \| Shelly Hoffland, a junior in mechanical engineering, claims that See wy - 3 A 
a ae ; 3 she really isn't like any of the characters, but still likes to watch 
An artist depicts a moon rover used in the mining of Heluim-3. Real Genius. It was a classis back in high school. 
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Few people can remember the last time our UW football A native of the LaCrosse area and a 

team made it to the Rose Bowl. Undoubtedly, even fewer people 8taduate of LaCrosse Central High 
% x School, Kulcinski came to the University 

are aware that a member of the engineering faculty played on of Wisconsin in 1957. After joining the 

one of only three UW football teams ever to participate in the UW football team as a “walk-on” his 

Rose Bowl. For those of you among the uninformed majority, freshman year, he played his remaining 
. . three seasons on a football scholarship. 

allow me to introduce you to this faculty member, Dr. Gerald A high school quarterback, Kulcinski was 

Kulcinski, a professor in the Nuclear Engineering Department. converted to offensive lineman after 
dislocating his shoulder. Asa starter 

during the 1959 and 1960 seasons, he was the smallest guard in 

, > the Big Ten. In addition to this formidable challenge on offense, 

, iy Kulcinski was also required to play middle linebacker on 

‘ se y defense. He recalls, “In those days, teams were only allowed 

be & ee four substitutions per quarter, so everyone had to play two 
«Age pe) any positions, and on special teams as well.” He adds, “Another big 

i _ \te y,. A difference between those days and now was that we [the 

qi Y) fe players] called our own plays.” Kulcinski also assures this 

iS 4 os reporter that he and his teammates were student-athletes with 

| emphasis on “student,” commenting, “It was a whole different 
~~ wa ie group of people that played football in those days. We had law 

y Ci < im students, medical students and engineering students, simply 

~~ 4 Y because the possibility of getting a million-dollar contract [to 

v \Y \ play professional football] just didn’t exist.” 
va 4 The 1959 season proved to be the most memorable one for 

Dp Si, 5 Kulcinski and his teammates as they became the second UW 
“ay / Mf WN de football team to compete in the Rose Bowl. Unfortunately, these 

. ~ {ite Nae fond memories are clouded by a disappointing post-season loss 

“a a i -. to the University of Washington. However, one of Kulcinski’s 

‘ “fea Lae fondest memories of his football days at the UW came the year 
. ae silt after his final season when he played with former athletic 

lees /> K | 4 . | director and Heisman Trophy winner Elroy Hirsh in the annual 

ns \ ieee "a ee| alumni game. 

= | ees Scholastically, Kulcinski did not find it extraordinarily 
a pe SS iifficult to balance football with academics. In fact, he feels that 

ae 3 a a 
| ee pte ig lta Sa Nieto | Kulcinski shows the look of determination that brought him success on 

| Oe eT gisele Weal the gridiron and in the world of high technology. 
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the extra obligation may have helped him ba , . 
in his studies, saying, “I think the \ : a j 
discipline one learns in sports probably a > ‘ & s ; ie 4 
helps because you know you don’t have , > FF & Se taal 
time to fool around.” Kulcinski entered . | ; weer” 
the UW with an interest in chemistry and F in % ek J 

subsequently chose a degree program in ae SA a Gl 
chemical engineering because of the a § A a 4 rf, 
department's excellent reputation. At a a — . *' 
that time, nuclear technology was in the - —> | aa 4% 
forefront of scientific interest, so after ae 8 Be is 
graduating with a bachelor’s degree in Kulcinski holds one of the many "tools of the trade," a proton accelerator used to test the resis- 
chemical engineering in 1961, Kulcinski tance of materials to radiation damage. 

went on to get his M.S. (’62) and his ————T 225.0 
Ph.D. (’65) in nuclear engineering. , a. . . . 

After completing his college educa- ment’s unwillingness to make a long- admits that he had no influence on their 
tion and football career at the UW, term commitment to scientific studies. career decisions. 
Kulcinski joined another team-a team of Dr. Kulcinski returned to the UW in Kulcinski also maintains close ties 

1972 as an associate professor in the with UW athletics as a member of the 
~~ Nuclear Engineering Department. In UW Athletic Board and chairman of the 
...""Tt was a whole different addition nace special topics personnel committee, which was 
group of people that played courses, he has also been the primary responsible for reviewing the state of the 
fo otball in those days. We leader of the UW Fusion Technology football program and leading the search 

. Institute since its inception in 1971. Dr. to find a new athletic director. [Inciden- 
had law students, medical Kulcinski is currently involved in tally, new Athletic Director Pat Richter 
students and engineering research on the applications of fusion in was a member of the last UW football 
students, simply because the space, including the mining of Helium-3, _ team to play in the Rose Bowl (’63).] 

— i also known as Astrofuel, from the surface Pushing any potential bias aside, 
B ossibility of Setting a of the moon and designing a fusion- Kulcinski foresees a much brighter future 
million-dollar contract just propulsion system for future NASA for the UW football program under the 
didn't exist." spacecraft. direction of Richter and new head coach 

Away from his demanding responsi- Barry Alvarez. UW football fans 
bilities at the UW, Kulcinski enjoys a probably won't be packing their bags for 

scientists and engineers in Los Alamos, relatively quiet home life with his wife, Pasadena at the end of the 1990 season, 
New Mexico, to work on the develop- Jan, to whom he has been married for but Kulcinski and many other UW enthu- 
ment of nuclear rockets. He later served almost thirty years. Perhaps not coinci- siasts feel that a “War of the Roses-Part 
as one of the leaders of an American dentally, each of his three children chose IV” within the next decade is a definite 
delegation of about 100 scientists and to attend the University of Wisconsin. possibility. Il 
engineers in an international effort to His oldest daughter, Kathy, is now an 

study nuclear energy in Vienna, Austria. audiologist. His son, Brian, is a teacher. Proton accelerator photo by Kelly Weisheipl 

Regretfully, Kulcinski has watched the His youngest daughter, Karen, is — 

United States gradually lose much ofits currently a senior majoring in geography. —— AUTHOR 
initial superiority in the field of nuclear = While Kulcinski’s affiliation with the UW Mike Waters, whose favorite film is The 
technology. He attributes this disap- may have influenced his children’s Naked Gun, plans to major in engineering 
pointing trend to the federal govern- decisions to attend college here, he mechanics. 
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Cuapter 17 Home Bounp 

SECTION 17.5: TEXT UW-MaA Nh 3 OF DISON 

I aie i an aa student cen eae na ne Why do professors write text- 

at the University of Wisconsin- i i Woe ite en ... Transport Phenomena books? It might seem obvious that the 

adison, don’t be a bit surprised i is now inits for tieth motives are fame and fortune. How- 
the name of your professor matches oe e ever in reality, more practical reasons 
the name in the front cover of the printing and can be prevail. For example, some texts are 

course textbook. In fact, if you are found all over created as new courses are added to the 
an engineering student at one of the glob curriculum of a particular department. 
many colleges and universities e grove Such was the case for professors R. 

around the world, you may also use Byron Bird, Warren Stewart and Edwin 
a text written by a professor at UW- Lightfoot’s Transport Phenomena, a 
Madison. The authorship of texts 
among UW-Madison educators is a 

common occurence, and one that (Of growing importance tie study af traipard phenamend a aan: Newton 

gives the College of Engineering a LEMIRE TC SU RCCER En au RUE Nala Tne eee 
great sense of pride and 1, Theseeqatons provide he starting point for elelation of pros, hoped that some ofthe non-Newtonian problems inthis ook wil exayze 

SAeepe aes, Coco monst een ae a nay  Hounany eamestar tee mtts me et open 
Textbooks have been written by orn soning meen " in “ co som on ih ave Mindy gre Ra een tense 

many UW professors over the years. wetanietapopeto meen sone he at eben foes te i, ne le ae 
There are numerous professors in “te FECA oucrd lip 1 sohbet eqaieer afin) Same EMMOTT Maolied nope piteens a comin Hoey 
every department of the College of es foto STN kes achilles eMorie Raa eres 
Engineering who have a book or iontiommuades Cnc an cea: pauline ecin ued eee ree 

4 i It should be emphasized, however, that the molecular theory of transport ‘more needs to be known about the various physical properties of fluids 
two credited to their names. As any Si tay wee Le GL Flees nh mchwctwerurend icin aero, Ce HOM ior] Gres Ggecsions ree Winer mopaia ieee’ ach Geant sud ragiabi Gala jay oe ac Ae moore 
student walks through the hallways Ime fo ea pele haley iar ince a (eto nen aly nea For 
of the engineering buildings, he or ‘Some natral on trbloerngpert phesomena has bern inched becnist agai orcs the equation of motion, electromageess cry trees oo 

: * in pacculnnoran simmers mspawemauncey  treneathn afte) end ap aaiiiond eiior tos eter & 
she may notice the many displays of sine af denclopent. ei Roped at ths diction wil mie ation. we acd the Manvel un of ernagetim The fl imerestin therapy onpanding erature of thi ord bythe non of thee evo uber scaled mapatarodrramer 
these volumes. For example, the we a ts ope 6 UN nobinbey CAC TRE eal pee ot teaser cong ens i arg rg a 
showcase honoring the great Er re made fee cesta as Sprecas pecmsas sed epmed)  Camieg jue WIC iain eyliwien 6  pripes Sr nat 
chemical engineering professor, O.A. chemieal kinetics Pheechcen fo mor calenging prolens _ 

Hougen, displays his books written Eat 
in a myriad of various languages. 
These exhibits emphasize the pride The afterword of Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot’s text Transport Phenomena pays 
the University has for its great homage to its alma mater. If you look closely, you can see that the first letter o, : y' Ys 
intellects. every paragraph spells out the words ON WISCONSIN. 
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chemical engineering text. When the No matter how far a wes ot a cei oe at 

chemical engineering curriculum textbook by one of the UW’s cee ee eee ea 
was revised in the mid-1950’s, there famous faculty travels, it will not paragraph, when placed side-by-side, 

was a need foracoursein transport forget its home, UW-Madison. spell ON WISCONSIN. MS 
phenomena. Since there was no These books pay great homage 
existing text on the subject, one was to their birthplace each time a 

created. student sees “University of Sn 

After a professor decides to Wisconsin” printed below the AUTHOR 

write a book, he or she then decides author’s name on the title page. Amy Damrow is a freshman in engineer- 

how to go about doing so. Most Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot take —_ing. Her favorite film is the well known 

choose to write from notes they have it one step further. In the After- and always popular Satisfaction. 

used in teaching the course. Teach- to 

ing the “book” to students before it 
is published is a way of getting 

excellent feedback on the effective- 

ness of the text in a classroom EN G INFERED 

situation. Once the finishing touches 

are added, the book is sent to be 

rots FOR YOUR After a text is published, it often 

finds itself a home here on the UW- 
Madison campus. Many texts travel E \ JO Y V [ E \ = 

across the U.S. and to other coun- . 

tries, bringing knowledge to foreign 
ports. A popular text by professors 

Robert Cook, David Plesha, and 

Michael Malthus entitled Concepts 

and Applications of Finite Element The In Nt O Nt the Park 

Analysis has found its way to more 

than forty colleges and universities We have all the components for 

in the U.S., including Harvard, : . Georgia Tech, and UC-Berkeley. a convenient, comfortable stay: 
Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot’s e Centrally located © Spacious, Stately e Two Restaurants 

5 teas on Madison’s Guest Rooms (including Madison’s 
Transport Phenomena is now in its Capitol Square © Indod? Pool only skyview restaurant, 
fortieth printing and can be found all @ Easy access to . The Top of the Park) 

Bs 5 e@ Whirlpool and over the globe. This text, affection- the University Fitness Center 
ately dubbed “the Bible” by UW 
chemical engineering students is the Call now for reservations: 

textbook for every Transport Phe- ALLS 6 O 8 2 5 7 8 8 1 1 

nomena course in the U.S. and is ‘O! - = 

used in every, country that teaches Ne Best Western Toll Free Number: 1-800-528-1234 

chemical ene eene: Editions Che Sia ai 22 S. Carroll St., Madison, WI 53703 Ea 

printed in Spanish, Italian, Czecho- A Madison Tradition since 1871 
slovakian, Russian, and other foreign 

tongues. 
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| Next issue 

ae College Receives GM Grant 
ay. The General Motors Corporation 

awarded the University of Wisconsin 

Foundation a five-year $750,000 grant. 

; Money from the grant will be used to 

Kirk Receives Superior Science Award fund a wide range of programs in the 
On February 5th, 1990 the USDA Forest Service College of Engineering. Such programs 

awarded Dr. T. Kent Kirk with its second highest scientific include the recruitment of women and 
honor, the Superior Science Award. Kirk, who has received minority: students and faculty. GM is one 

several major research awards, directs the Institute for Micro- of the College's chief corporate support- 

bial and Biochemical Technology at the Forest Products Labora- a 
tory in Madison, WI. This award recognizes his management of 

the Institute and his research into how organisms break down 

| the structure of wood. 

| by Dan Grellinger 

| Engineers in the Mad House 
| On January 27th, nuclear engineering students Wendy Steiner, 

Laurie Liebo, Steve Silbermann and Mark Rewey represented the University 

of Wisconsin-Madison as they faced the University of Min- 

nesota on College Madhouse. This television game show is a 
e test of mental and physical college superiority. Contestants 

competed in events such as Three Blind Mice in which 
. blindfolded participants collect sponges covered in Cheez 

as Whiz with their mouths. Other events included the Deli 

- Fish Jerk and rinsing pancake batter off clothes and 

a Ye hanging them to dry. Needless to say UW won the cheese 
FV event but was defeated overall 225-150. 

Sis 

| a ES 

| SSS See See 
SS 
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Denton Receives Research Award 
Professor Denice Denton, electrical and com- 

puter engineering, received a Digital Faculty Pro- 
gram Award for her research and teaching in the 
areas of microelectronics. The grant provides 
$25,000 in unrestricted funds and $35,000 in 

equipment to enhance her program of science and 
engineering education and research. 

Vogelsang Appointed Editor 
Professor William F. Vogelsang, nuclear engineering 

and engineering physics, has been appointed editor of the 
American Nuclear Society Journal Nuclear Technology . 
This is one of the two technical Journals published by the 1 i 
ANS and covers the engineering, operational and waste wisconsin 
disposal aspects of commercial nuclear power plants. en g f neer 

SB ~ it ChE Major Represents State in Pageant 
A io ee Marcille Faye Zietlow represented Wisconsin last fall 
ES Rahs SS, ep in the Miss T.E.E.N. (Teens Encouraging Excellence Na- 

7 EY p tionally) Pageant in Kansas City. A freshman in chemical 

oe engineering from Berlin, Wisconsin, Zietlow won third 

runner-up in the national competition. She received a 
scholarship and trophies for her speech and academic ac- 
complishments. 

New Engineering Faculty 
This year proved to be a banner year for faculty recruitment in the College of 

Engineering. The Wisconsin Engineer magazine welcomes the following faculty to the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison: 

Teresa Adams CEE Rajiv Jain ECE 
Craig Benson CEE Tim Osswald ME 
Vicki Bier IE P. Ramanathan ECE 
John Booske ECE Rolf Reitz ME 
Ian Dobson ECE Jeffrey Russell CEE 
Raymond Fonck NE Chris Rutland ME 
Doug Henderson NE Pascale Sainfort IE 
Ned Tabatabaie ECE 

ee ee ee | rs Se 
ee See 
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New TECHNOLOGY... 

The year is 2101. Location: The Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago 

Billy and his friends are giggling at the screen sits Kuji, named after Billy’s Further down the aisle, there is a 

the 3-D projected image of what used to favorite Japanese rock star. Every day large display of the futile attempts man 
be a classroom scene - a teacher waving Kuji inputs lesson material from the cable _ has made to build robots. These were too 
her hands in front of a bunch of semi- outlet of the TV; he summarizes and cumbersome, too slow and heavy and 
interested students. Earlier, Billy prepares only the points Billy worst of all, inresponsive. Of course, 

submitted his own will need to learn when he specialized vision chips were not fully 

multiple-choice Sn returns from his morning developed then; microprocessor technol- 
homework through his |OPACES Karate lessons. Kujihas | ogy was not anything compared to what 
touch-sensitive been upgraded to be it is now, and anyway, people did not 
television funnier and more under- need robots to guard bank vaults. 
screen in his Pr ak, : 4 standing, but the upgrade has Billy turns right into a room which 
study fe UD oN, : \ cost Billy so much money that simulates what was once part of the huge 

room. bf es re, i! he is going to the museum this Amazon jungle which unfortunately, is 
Beside Pale » \ afternoon instead of his favorite no more. Over twenty-five species of 

ae. 7 , Chicago Bears game. animals have become extinct, three- 

i { ‘ | Billy walks on down quarters of the Amazon basin has been 
the “20th Century” section; he reduced to a few national parks. The 

j . at passes by a preserved red- carbon dioxide content of the air is about 
a z wn 3) meat watermelon. Today, .2%, that of the last century. Over 10% of 

! a / 5 through years of advance- the national budget is now spent on 
. NS ae ments in genetics and with cleaning up the environment - the ocean, 

ain . (ew, oe if 1 the help of selective planting, _ the air, the radioactive contaminated 

\ Pra er - \ watermelons are now cubic water and the orbit. NASA is now 
\ a fr » | so they can fit in the fridge working on the painstaking project of 
[ , i ge | better. They are much removing broken and deteriorated pieces 

4 gs ‘sweeter and come ina of “space junk” to prevent them from 
1 variety of colors. Billy landing on the White House. Through 

f | 1 cannot figure out why on extensive cutting of trees to make room 
oer” { 1 earth his ancestors would for the factories of today, all the beautiful 

| growa huge round water- _ sounds of the wildlife can only be 
; . ' {melon like that. Maybe appreciated through recorded compact 

A | | people were very weight- disks, which ironically, have been 

| | conscious then - so after brought about through the same modern 
| \ putting in the watermelon — technology that has helped to destroy 

th, ; ‘ | \ they couldn’t fit anything mother nature. 
th. re | else in the fridge. After wandering through the 
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unrealistic jungle for a while, Billy getsa current energy supply Po iy ie 
little tired of rubbing against the syn- comes from solar and Bee orzo omy as 4 
thetic bark of the trees. He exits the room _ nuclear plants. i} = 4 
and rejoins his friends who are crowding Billy is about to qo SO wae BY gh 

over a model of the transit system in step into the “Space” “ Sa LD \ > : a 
Chicago. Life-size bullet trains which can _ section when his . NX VA \ oy! | 
reach nearly the speed of sound fly watch beeps and his A »5 Ky ea 

across the sky of Chicago on stilted kindly-looking mother’s f|  Gageensae? SQ _ ee 

bridges. face appears on the We A Le Y, f N 

Billy feels excited; he wants to be a colored liquid crystal | _ Se : wo Ny 
mechanical engineer someday. The display. “It’s almost 2 we wr = ee e - 5 
bridge structures and the train body were _ dinner time; better oe go= J ZA 
so well built that there has not been a start coming home,” his . cs a or THe Kop 
single accident since construction mother’s well-toned cs 01> ee i f 
finished ten years ago. Through strict voice squeezes peyton pose ; ey i 

city laws on vandalism and regular through the tiny ee Lipp. 
maintenance, the transit system has been _ speaker on his ° 'f |! F; 
well maintained. Even though it is ten watch. Billy isa 
years old, it does not look aged at all. little reluctant, but he is getting tired. He _ the shore of the East Coast. Illuminated 

Above the model, statistical data is says good-bye to his friends and starts marine life pictures are transmitted live, 

displayed. The city dwellers have saved toward the train station. 24 hours a day. Billy dozes off in his 

billion of hours otherwise spent in traffic Once home he slams into his favorite “lazy chair” before waking up for dinner. 

jams, as shown by a record 10 billion chair given to him for his eleventh birth- _ His dinner tonight is a big surprise, good 
rides. day. This chair is really comfortable; old home-made sausage and green 

Further down is a history chart of each of the hundreds of micro-sensors pepper pizza. Ill 

man’s energy resources. About fifty underneath the seat detects the pressure _Illustrations by Dawn Stanton 
percent of the world’s petroleum re- on it and exerts the right amount of force = 
sources have been sucked up through to provide maximum comfort. Billy —— AUTHOR —————— 

continuous mining. A lot of research is switches his TV to his favorite marine Simon Chu Yew Choo is a guest writer 
done in attempting to tap the energy channel which is broadcast through a from the ECE 350 class. One 
from the earth’s mantle. Most of the submarine studio built 100 kilometers off assignment each 

semester is to 
ee ee a a a write a story 

oe es \)> ; for the 
— — 27 aga , Wisconsin 

"Sy TAO Ramsay Engineer. 
a Eee’ ome a ee ee OO et 4 

= Se n aye SOE A way Lada nO OT" 

TT , a pia wna apes REA SES 
eg ssnh A SASSI TE / [ 
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B ANALYSIS: URN 

A match is dropped in the corner of highly flammable gases. The gases burn to be updated as new materials are 

aroom. It chars the wood as smoke hot and the fire begins to feed on itself. developed in the design process for 

begins to rise. The temperature around The key is that wood will burn only improving trusses. Some of the different 
the match increases. The wood ignites under certain conditions, one Being that variables from industry will include 
and the flames grow. The walls char as it must be hot enough. Trusses have a types of wood, effects of sheathing in 

the draperies burst into flame. The large surface area/mass ratio compared protection of structural members and 
ceiling heats up along with the support- to joists or beams and heat up rather types of fire retardant treated lumber. 

ing structure, charring at first, then quickly. Thus they fail sooner and with Variables that the designer inputs at the 

igniting. The structural members in the less warning. PC include the geometry of the structure, 

truss begin to sag. Finally, the roof and UW-Madison Civil Engineering the size of the room, the size of the 

ceiling cannot be supported any longer Professor Steve Cramer is currently structural members, and the type of 

and fall crashing to the floor. Is this a re- working on a team research project that materials used in the construction. The 

enactment of an actual fire? No, this is a will simulate a fire within a given integration of the data needs to include 

simulation of a fire to be. building. Other team researchers include how different types of materials behave 

Currently, many new larger struc- the U.S. Forest Products Laboratories’ in fire, how the metal truss plates behave 

tures are being built of wood. Wood scientists and technicians as well as many _ in fire and how material properties 
trusses keep the cost of structures low staff people from North America’s wood change with temperature. 

and allow for greater spans to be met industries. The current methods of determining 

than when using beams and joists. The research project has two the fire endurance of trusses involve 

Trusses allow for faster completion time, different areas. One is the data collec- large tests. One of the most important 

lower building costs, and more flexible Ss = CONitions of the test is that it must be 

room designs. This seems great if one is Testing can be done on repeatable. Therefore, a standard fire has 

a homeowner ora builder, but to the individual materials allowing been adopted. To obtain a standard fire, 

firefighter it is something else. e a standard burner and furnace is used. 

Most firefighters are skeptical of better P rocedures and reducing The ASTM-E119 test covers these specific 
entering a burning building with a truss the cost of the process requirements. 
system overhead or underfoot. This is = Lanne The test is basically as follows: a 
due to the small members which are used _ tion. Industry and the U.S. Forest truss type system is built over the 
in the construction of the trusses. When Products Laboratory are deeply involved furnace which is contained in a 16 ft. x 16 
wood is heated ina fire, the wood begins With data collection of many different ft. basement-like structure. Monitors are 
to char. Char is wood’s natural mecha- materials. Cramer and the University are placed throughout the structure. A load 
nism for protection. The char acts as an involved with integrating the dataintoa —_(ysually containers of water) is placed on 
insulation between the wood and the useable computer program that could be _the structure. A hood and an exhaust 
heat. For the wood to burn, it must reach used on a PC such as.an IBM-386 or an system are placed over the loaded system 
a certain temperature where a chemical Apple Macintosh. to eliminate the smoke from the testing 
reaction occurs called pyrolysis. It is at Data from lab tests will be fed to a building during the test period. The 
this point that the wood begins to release large data bank. The data bank will need furnace is regulated as the structure is 
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monitored by temperature gauges to ‘ * Pay : — SY 

meet the test requirements. Failure of the Ay ARN Hi \ a 
test can occur 1) when flames come \ j ie ; Eee | } 
through the structure, 2) when the top <4 Lif Z ar | 
side of the structure exceeds temperature Le ‘ . \ fs 
specifications of the test, or 3) the trusses SESS \\ by 
collapse. For measuring performances of = SAY Oy 
truss systems, only the third type of SNES Lo . 
failure is used in determining the failure == SSS | =| 
time of the structural system. Ss 

A program for determining the fire = fh 
endurance of structural designs enables H lid dt 1 duri 9 
more testing to be done since it is faster Hee eee ead Ee erform during a fire! oy . 
and more economical. Testing can be This is a typical one-hour-rated protected wood-webbed truss floor-ceiling assembly having a 
done on individual materials allowing double layer ceiling of Type X gypsum wallboard directly applied to trusses. 

: (From Erwin L. Schaffer, P.E., PhD.) Computer graphic by Dawn Stanton 
better procedures and reducing the cost PEST SEGURO DY 
of the process. Moreinformationcanbe ~~ 
obtained in this way than through one collapses. The clock in the upper alternative to the large ASTM-E119 test in 
large composite test. According to window indicates the elapsed time from _ the determination of fire resistance of a 
Cramer, there are only five ASTM-E119 ignition to failure. This is important to building as designers will be able to test 
furnaces in the country. However, there _ the occupants of the room trying to the safety of a design based on results of 
are many smaller furnaces that can siton _ escape, as well as to the firefighters the program. Ml 
top of a desk for performing the individ- _ trying to get in to put the fire out. 
ual material tests. This program will be used in two —_————- AUTHOR ————— 

Cramer says the key tothe program _ ways to help protect lives. First, it will be OO 
is that, “It is much, much easier to takea _ used by industry to discover better fire Fred Hegeman is a senior in civil and 
small amount of that material and put it resistant designs and materials. Second, environmental engineering. Fred's 
in a furnace and learn about its character- _ it will be used in building codes as an favorite movie classis is 9 1/2 Weeks. 
istics than it is to take that whole room ne 

into a furnace and learn how the whole 

room behaves. It is very easy and 11-00 a! 
inexpensive to put a little piece of Its 1 1:00 0 Clock. Do you know where your 

material in a small furnace that fits on manuscript is! 

top of a desk.” . The eleventh hour. 
Cramer's idealized version of the \ 

rogram is as follows. A designer sits at 
ee - ae ee oe a ae the p } You know it well. For University People, it's 

design criteria entered into the PC, a almost a way of life. So the next time you 
match is dropped into a corner of the \Y need copies right away, Bob's Copy Shop can 
three dimensional design room. The — buy you some time. 

program indicates a fire has started, and 

graphics show smoke billowing up. . U 
Through calculations of parameters Looks Like SPs Copy Shop 
within the code of the computer, the fire 9 

grows. Fire climbs the walls and heats It S Time Randall Tower 
up the supporting structure of the To Call G) ey eae = 
ceiling. Material properties change. The Bob’s Copy Shop. Phone: 608 251-2936 
computer calculates the degradation of Fak GUS flere 
the wood. The trusses sag and the ceiling 
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JOHN F, HINRICHS: t t 

On October 4, 1989 in Tokyo, Japan, John F. Hinrichs, ce i : 

manager of the Manufacturing Technology Laboratory at A. O. ~ a gagrererrcrertinimieceeninryreercrme 

Smith Automotive Products Company in Milwaukee, became |. aw ae 

the first American to win the International Golden Robot Award > 

for his work in the field of industrial robot technology with a = 4 

special focus on automated welding applications. \\ \ 4 ae 

Begun in 1983, the Golden Robot Award was designed to \\ ¥ ok aN 

recognize and promote high level research, development and AA 3 J \ 

implementation in the field of industrial robotics. a os : cam 

As a nominee for this award, Hinrichs was evaluated on the \ ee u 55 F y 

significance of his work in increasing industrial robot technol- a =z ee —— 

ogy, on the verification of this work by an advanced educational EB — = 

institute or a robot user, and on the submission of documents —_ J ant , : 

detailing his accomplishments in this field. Professors from oN ee} - 

prominent Swedish educational institutions and representatives oe 

from various Swedish robotics corporations served on the five- ee p { 

man judging panel for this year’s award. . ; q j 

Hinrichs’ remarkable robotics accomplishments include the : | E | ‘ ‘ = 

design, development and implementation of electronic inter- [ | A f ia 

faces between robot and welding equipment, multi-task | oe Ay | . 4 | 

capability robots for increased machine efficiency, out-of- lL os ; ee 

position, spatter-free pulse arc welding procedures, sensitive | | ae Ah a 7 

seam tracking techniques, and world class weld quality. —_ ae a 

Hinrichs began working for A. O. Smith, a major producer : We . , 

of automotive frames, in 1954. He became a project engineer in . - | ia 

the mid-1960’s and began supervising the development of the : See 

robot applications for welding and other manufacturing i , ; Sgt 

processes in the early 1970's. As manager of the Manufacturing iy / Par » ¥ 

Technology Laboratory, Hinrichs currently directs a team of ee q nf ty, <a rr 

engineers and technicians who work with him on various L a — | 

advanced robotics projects. Hinrichs and his team are credited & ii “| 

with installing over 150 robots for A. O. Smith in welding and fa | 

material handling applications. pee yf ee) 

A. O. Smith’s initial work with automated welding systems ———— ——— 

began in the mid-1960’s. After successfully implementing an John F. Hinrichs is the first American to receive the International 

automated riveting process, the company next turned to Golden Robot Award. Hinrichs is an engineer at A. O. Smith in 

automated welding. Under the guidance of Dean John G. Milwaukee. 
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Bollinger of the University of Wisconsin- With the implementation of the i we 
Madison, then professor of electricaland Welding robots Hinrichs claims, “We get : iz 
industrial engineering, A.O. Smith began Consistent results every day.” He i e 
its long but productive journey into the explains that this consistency is not j : 
world of welding robotics. always present in manual welding i = | 

With funding from A. O. Smith, systems because a worker may not be $ acne ccd 

Bollinger, Professor Howard Harrison feeling well on any given day , and that 0, : 

(also from UW-Madison), and several discomfort may show through in the Ci IN 
UW graduate students began a project quality of his welding work. However, - 4 

which was to last almost 15 years. once trained, a robot can do the same | 

Initially working ona one-plane welding _ thing every time. “If the robots are made pe 
machine with an analog computer correctly, they will produce good, high 
system, the work eventually progressed quality parts every time,” claims the 1989 

to a more complex and effective machine | Golden Robot Award winner. : 
with five degrees of axial freedom In addition to designing and 
guided by a digital computer system. integrating robot systems, Hinrichs and The International Golden Robot is awarded 

At that point in the development, the his team are also responsible for develop- _ for excellence in the field of industrial 

machines were known as automated ing and conducting training sessions that _robotics 

welding systems, but they have since deal with programming and electronic AT AR Mann 
been labeled “robots” win the definition and mechanical maintenance of the the awatd/during the 20th Internaional 

of “reprogrammable pieces of welding systems. The sessions typically involve hi ae a mdustrial Rouots a 

equipment.” about 80 hours of employee training, but okyo, Japan. ollowing this October 
the philosophy behind this method, ceremony: ~ O. Smith conducted is own 

” ° . according to Hinrichs, is that “well- congratulatory, ceremony fOr Elnrichs)1n 
The success of introducing informed people do a good job.” Milwaukee. Emphasizing the impor- 

robots has been not because Stressing the importance of the tance of his co-workers, Hinrichs 

of one person, but because participants in all aspects of this auto- ana age ond in pea ues 
mated welding process from Hinrichs’ and not Just a personal thing. 

nate a teats 2), people, “ core group of engineers to the workers Looking back on the automated 
ateam effort made it on the shop floor, this manager declares, welding project Dean Bollinger says, 

successful.” “The success of introducing robots has “The whole thing started with an 
——— a @6_—scrbeen dt: because of one-person, bit industry-sponsored research 

because we have a team of people...a project...twenty-five years later, he [John 

Looking back on the robotics team effort has made it successful.” Hinrichs] won the award. . 
projects, Hinrichs notes that because of He goes on to say, “People who run ___ Dean Bollinger attended the recogni- 

A. O. Smith’s collaboration with the robots make suggestions. We [the Hon ceremony i Milwaukee and 

University.” A number of grads received Manufacturing Technology Lab] listen to Comments, It was really a pleasure for 

their masters’ degrees as a result of them and try to implement the informa- — ™¢ !0 be a part of it and to see him get 

working on various facets of robot tion we get from the shop floor.” thataward) Decause/he|has doneaigood 
welding equipment.” Hinrichs received his undergraduate job in the welding business.” Ill 

In 1980, with the advent of commer- _ degree in mechanical engineering in 1956 . 

cially available jointed-arm robots, the from Marquette University and then, by Photographs are courtesy of A. O. Smith. 
company no longer needed the Univer- attending classes at both UW-Madison 
sity’s help. By working from the past and UW-Milwaukee, went on to achieve 
efforts of the university and the valuable _his master's degree in metallurgical AUTHOR 
experiences of Hinrichs and his team engineering from the University of — 

members, A. O. Smith can now simply Wisconsin in 1964. Nancy Hromadka, a sophomore in 

communicate directly with a robot Regarding the Golden Robot Award _ electrical engineering, is a Wisconsin 

company and outline particular specifica- _ Hinrichs says, “It was really quite a thrill Engineer co-editor. Her favorite fantasy 

tions. and quite a surprise.” Hinrichs received _film is Princess Bride. 
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LAB SAFETY: t 

Are You AT Risk’? 

Safety is a serious and significant subject, especially when 
dealing with dangerous chemicals and materials as most stu- flowing clothing, and loose ties are not 

b . . ° advised for several reasons. When 
dents do in a laboratory. There is much literature written on wearing loose clothing, there is always 
the subject, much of it repetitious, although important. How- the possibility of (a) setting onself on fire 
ever, as engineers and human beings, there are times when we all ©) ane - Sothing ina Piece of 

throw caution to the wind and do something wild, something pi ee Te aanie 
impetuous—like going through half a lab without safety ina machine usually results in (a) the 
goggles, or chewing gum while working with chemicals. Are loss of an arm or leg (b) the impossibility 
ou one of these people? How safe are you in the laboratory? of an int the course (c) utterand 

¥ peop y. ry. absolute humiliation. In more extreme 

Below is a self-examination on that all-mportant, under- cases, it may even result in death. 

stressed issue of laboratory safety. Pick the phrase that you feel hn wen a rgereae ces happen what 
A . . should you do? Depending on the 

best fits the paragraph. (Note: There are no written answers to eee ao ne ie ae avantely 

this quiz.) of different things that can be done. If 
the accident deals with a fire, the nearest 

———_ fire extinguisher should (a) be located 
For anyone that has ever taken a ness to the (a) full-covering plexiglass and directed towards the fire (b) be read 

laboratory course, safety is a very (a) goggles (b) bullet-proof glass goggles (c) _ for directions (c) be salvaged from some 
important (b) overstressed (c) boring part full-body, hardened steel suit which corner of the room. In the case of a 

of the course. This is due in part to the offers the fullest effectiveness. When person on fire, a person should direct 

nature of the course. A person is always working with any chemicals that may themselves (a) calmly (b) quickly (c) 

in iminent danger of seriously (a) splatter or explode, or when working wildly and madly like a person on fire to 
injuring themselves (b) killing them- with machines that may create a great the nearest shower and douse themselves 

selves (c) learning something in a lab amount of debris, it is advised that a with an adequate amount of water to 

course. When working with hazardous person wear safety goggles. What can extinguish the fire. 
materials and machines, it is always happen to you if you don’t wear goggles? If the accident deals with any sort of 
important to protect oneself against these _ In most cases, serious injury does not object in the eyes, such as a douse of 
unforeseen dangers. (a) Knowledge (b) occur, but by wearing goggles, a person chemical in the eye, the person should 

avoidance of a drunken stupor (c) not can (a) prevent blindness (b) look like proceed to (a) the nearest eyewash (b) the 

showing up to lab is the major factor in Luke Skywalker (c) get permanent sink (c) the closest faucet, which is 
prevention of accidents. “raccoon scars” around the eyes. Safety usually a block closer than the eyewash 

Whether dealing with chemicals or goggles are a good example of the “better _ and rinse the eye out with copious 

machinery, several rules apply with all safe than (a) sorry (b) flunking (c)dead” = amounts of water for several minutes. 
lab courses. Probably the most common __ Tule. For accidents that cause any sort of 

is the use of safety goggles . These come Other rules that usually apply in a bleeding, a person should consult the 
in a variety of forms. There are those laboratory deal with the type of clothing _first aid manual on what to do. In 
which offer the least amount of effective- a person wears to the laboratory. Long, general, unless it is a case of severe 
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Why you should advertise in the 

e You can reach every UW-Madison graduating 
engineer who interviews through the Career Planning 
and Placement Office 

¢ You will reach students who are actively involved in 

bleeding, (a) tourniquets are not advised the job search 

(b) cookies and milk will make the boo- 

boo feel better (c) buckets are not needed. i dA goud earn ple of is istheampatation ° Students will learn about your company before you 

of an arm. The arm should be kept as arrive on Campus 
cool and clean as possible, and the 

bleeding at the place of origin should be e With an ad in the 1990-91 Placement Guide, you can 
stopped. There is always the possibility Smt . : : ‘ 
of reattachment of an amputated limb. advertise in the Wisconsin Engineer magazine at 

Safety and knowledge are very greatly reduced rates 
important in the prevention of serious 

injury due to laboratory accidents. A : 5 . ‘ A 
person should always be aware and alert ¢ Your ad in the Wisconsin Engineer will reach the 
when working in a laboratory. Failure to students and faculty of the College of Engineering 
do so ne have disasterous conse- and help create a positive image of your company 
quences. 

AITUOD If you would like more information about this opportunity, —— AUTHOR : ; ; 
Sharon Chen is asophomore in'chemical call the Wisconsin Engineer at (608) 262-3494 and leave 
engineering and favors It's a Wonderful a message for the 1990-91 Placement Guide. 
Life over other flicks. 

CONVENIENCE. AO mm Us aly 
@ One block from the “ ,rtistisz oe 

University campus, _— |. fal 6 ve 
overlooking the beautiful - a — 
State Street Mall 2 Fy = 

° ° @ Reasonable Rates “Ve — . I : | ee 

University © Continental Breakfast Le po. oe 

Sfffeaces | attrances ITN =—441.N. Frances Street Madison, W1 53703 (608) 257-4881 
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SETS A TREND: 1 

ES 

In the last State of the Union Address, President Bush called for a industry with firms such as McDonnell 
renewed American interest in space exploration. This renewed interest may Douglas, Hughes, Lockheed, Boeing, and 
take the form of a permanently-manned orbiting space station, a mission to _ even NASA. 
Mars, and perhaps even a return to the moon. However, many of the prob- If this program is approved UW- 
lems associated with space exploration are unique unto themselves and are Madison would be joining a very 

not generally addressed in many of the classical engineering disciplines. exclusive family Of universities who have 
Because of the need for a specialized type of engineering to deal with these ey Oe ambalive i this relatively new 

: i aa : oe area of engineering technology. Several 
problems, the Department of Engineering Mechanics is requesting a prelimi- . rcitios offer f 

” ‘ ‘ programs in aerospace 
nary entitlement to develop a proposal for a bachelor of science degree in engincering, aeronautics and astronau- 

astronautical engineering. tics, and aeronautical engincering. 
~~ However, almost all of these programs 

The proposed new degree will the approval of an Astronautics Option grew out of an established aeronautical 
comprise two major components: a to the bachelor of science engineering program, and offer few courses in 
required sequence of basic science, mechanics degree. This plan received astronautics, with the primary focus of 
mathematics and engineering fundamen- _ final approval from the University of their curriculum being devoted to aircraft 
tals plus liberal studies electives, anda Wisconsin System in April of 1989. In rather the spacecraft studies. Currently, 

program of required electives in ad- this brief period interest in the program the U.S. Air Force Academy offers the 
vanced mathematics, science and has rapidly accelerated. Out of the 200 only accredited degree in astronautical 
engineering with an emphasis on undergraduates majoring inengineering engineering. Meanwhile, the University 
astronautics. The proposed curriculum mechanics, 70 have declared the Astro- of Texas at Austin and Ohio State 

would include courses in orbital mechan- _nautics Option, and 24 out of 39 of the University offer as of yet unaccredited 
ics, satellite dynamics, spacecraft pre-engineering students interested in undergraduate degree programs in this 
propulsion and satellite and aerospace engineering mechanics have selected the _ area. 
vehicle design to name a few. Many of astronautics option. If everything goes as planned, the 
these courses are already available within According to Professor Kessel, Department of Engineering Mechanics 

the Department of Engineering Mechan- _ Chairman of the Department of Engi- would change its name to the Depart- 
ics for those students seeking the neering Mechanics, the employment ment of Engineering Mechanics and 
bachelor of science degree in engineering _ outlook for engineers with a background — Astronautics. Pending final University 
mechanics with the astronautics option. in astronautics looks promising. Kessel approval, the College of Engineering 

UW-Madison has been offering points out that with the radical changes would be able to offer the degree for the 
selected courses in aerospace-related which are occurring in world politics fall 1992 semester and perhaps have an 
areas since 1948 and has offered courses _ today, reduced military spending may accredited program by 1996. Ill 
in astrodynamics since 1965 when become a reality. With this reduction, 

Professor A. L. Schlack, Jr. first offered a the economic re-direction of America’s ————_— AUTHOR ——_——— 
graduate course in Space Dynamics (EM defense industry's resources towards the Cl Rusk aa . . 

742) and then started teaching Celestial peaceful exploration of space is a a a aup iS 2 joer mn engineering 

Mechanics (EM/ Astronomy 850) in 1966. possibility. In fact, some UW-Madison Mechanics. This is Glenn's first semester 
In April of 1987 the Department of engineering graduates have already on Stalt. inthe ast, he was too busy 
Engineering Mechanics voted to request procured jobs in the astronautics watching Blgzisoeddles: 
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maye?y. 
f you're looking for a career, not just a job, 
Oscar Mayer has the challenge you need! 

Oscar Mayer, one of the nation’s top meat 

companies, has 20 plants, sales centers in 30 

J cities, and employs about 12,500 people in the 
United States. Brands produced and distributed 

We re by the company include Oscar Mayer, Louis Rich 

turkey products, Claussen pickles, and Louis 

2 Kemp surimi seafood products. 

L O okin Engineers throughout the company are involved 

with electronics, refrigeration, heat processes, 

waste and water treatment, power plant oper- 

ation, architecture, machine design, and 

Or sophisticated processing and packaging. 

Oscar Mayer established a formal program in 

7 1975 to train new engineers in the company’s 

Nn in eG ers philosophies, practices, and objectives. The 

Engineering Management Development Pro- 

gram takes new engineers through a variety of 

challenging positions to polish their skills and 
Wh O build their leadership abilities. 

Candidates for Oscar Mayer's Engineering 

Management Development Program should 
have a bachelor’s degree in one of the 

following engineering disciplines: mechanical, 
chemical, electrical, civil, industrial, or 
industrial technology/plant engineering. 

Care er If you feel ready to be challenged and to grow 

in your career, and want more information about 

Oscar Mayer and its Engineering Management 
Not t Development Program, please write to: 

— Jus Mr. K. S. Salter 

Human Resource Selection - EMDP 
Oscar Mayer Foods Corporation 

O P.O. Box 7188 
a Madison, Wisconsin 53707-7188



Jeff Lime never turns down a challenge. 
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magine walking into a management opportunity straight out of 

school. That’s what happened to Jeff Lime when he entered GE’s 

Chemical & Materials Leadership Program. 
GE needed a replacement for an experienced engineering 

manager—someone to set up the new waste treatment system for a major 

manufacturing plant. Jeff was asked to step in and he did, right into 

a leadership role. 
Jeff helped GE plant managers and environmentalists join forces 

with the EPA to ensure a clean operation. It challenged not just his 

technological skills, but also his ability to communicate and take charge. 

That may seem like an awful lot of responsibility for a job right 
out of college. But that’s the GE way. We hire exceptional people. 

Then we give them the chance to show just how exceptional they are. 
If you’re looking for a challenge to live up to, start looking at GE. 

ee eee 
An equal opportunity employer.
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